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A MORREY-NIKOL'SKII INEQUALITY

JAMES ROSS

Abstract. An inequality of Sobolev type is proved which unifies some work

of Nikol'skii on fractional derivatives and some work of Morrey which

assumes that the growth rate of the V norm of the gradient of a function on

balls is bounded by some power of the radius.

In this paper we prove the

Theorem. Let Q0 be a cube in R" and u(x) E LP(Q0). Suppose that

f \u(x + t) - u(x)\p dx < tf'1/flßl1-"" (1)

for all parallel subcubes, Q, of Q0 and for all t such that the integral is defined.

The constants are assumed to satisfy K > 0, 0 < a < 1,0< ß < n, andp > 1.

Then:

(i) If ap < ß,  then  the function  u(x) is in  Lr(Q0) for all r satisfying

\/r > \/p - a/ßand

l/r

(jjw(x)-Wß/rfx)      <CK

where uQ is the average value of u(x) on Q0.

(ii) If ap > ß, then the function  u(x) is Holder continuous in  Q0 with

exponent ä = a — ß/p and

\u(y) - u(x)\ < CK\x - y\s   for all x,y E Q0.

The constant, C, depends only on \Q0\, a, ß, p, n and in case (i) on r. Here

\Q\ is the volume of the cube Q.

This result is related to the work of Morrey [5] where the condition

f \ux\"dx<K»\B(x0,r)\l-ß/n
JB(x0, R )

is assumed to hold for all balls, B(x0, R), in the region considered and to the

work of Nikol'skii [6], where the condition

f  |m(x+ i)- u(x)\p dx <K"\t\c
Jan

\uyx T i) — u\x)\   ax *% a* \r
'R"

is studied. Actually the closest result to ours in the literature is Stampacchia

[7, Theorem 3.2]. If, in case (i), we could weaken our hypothesis to include the

possibility that l/r = \/p — a/ß,we would have a new proof of Nikol'skiFs
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results for a cube. Of course Nikol'skii considers primarily the case R". Our

result may be thought of as a unification of these works.

Our method of proof is a direct attack in the spirit of and inspired by the

proof of Lemma 2 in John and Nirenberg [3]. The proof of case (ii) is little

more than a paraphrase of their proof-plus an application of a result due to

Meyers [4] and Campanato [2]. Meyers' proof uses the technique of Lemma 1

in [3]. The proof of case (i) seems to be considerably different from the work

in [3]. In particular, no covering lemma is used. Besides the intrinsic value of

our theorem, estimates like (1) can occur in the study of elliptic regularity. We

will apply our result to this problem in a future paper.

Proof of case (i): ap > ß. We will need the

Lemma. Let a, b¡, i = 1,..., k and r > 1 be real numbers. Then there exist

constants cx,c2 > 0 which are independent of a and the b¿'s such that

Í(\a + bi\r-\a\r)<cxÍ\bi\r+c2\arlÍ\bi\.
i=i i=i i=i

Proof. Let W > 1. If \a/b¡\ < N, then

\a + b,( -\a\r -\b,\r{\(a/b,) + if -\a/b,\r) < c2(N)\b\r.

If \a/b,\ > N, then

|a + A/.|'-|a|r=|a|'-|(l + ¿,(./a)'-i|

-M'|/V« + r(r - \)/2(bi/af + • • • | < \a^cx(N)\bJa\.

Thus, \a + b¡\r — \a\r < c1|a|r_I|è,| + c2\b¡\r. Adding, we obtain the result.

We will assume that \Q0\ = 1. The general case follows by a simple change

of scale. We now develop an appropriate representation for

/  \u(x) - uaf dx.

Let Af > 1 be an integer. We subdivide Q0 into 2nN equal subcubes. The

subcubes are denoted by QNi, i = 1, . . ., 2nN. The indexing of the subcubes

is done in such a way that the subcubes QNi, i = (k — 1)2" + 1,. . . , k.2"; are

contained in the subcube QN-Xk for N = 2, 3, . . . , and for k =

1.2n("-1). Let uN4 be defined by

"*i - (1/lfiid)/   (u(x)-uQ)dx.
Qnj

LetAN = 2~nNHfZl\uN/. It is easy to see that

lim   AN = I dx
-V^°° JQa\u(x)-uQo\r

in the sense that, if either side is finite, so is the other and they are equal. Let

aN, be defined according to the formula

aS,(k-l)T+j — uN,(k-l)2"+j ~ uN-l,k
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where N - 2, 3.k - 1,..., 2n(N~l\ and/ = 1, . . ., 2". Let aXi = uu,

i = 1, . . ., 2". Finally, let bNkJ = aN^k_V)2r+j. Using this notation we have

2„(iv-i)/   2„ ^

Now,

0 <^JV_ ^Af-l

_ ")-nS

2n{N-\)   I     2» \

(here c, and c2 are constants from our lemma)

2„n                                                2"CV_1' /   2"                    \'A

c, 2 K/ + c22"(-'A) S l^-wl'-1 2 W
7=1                                                Ä=l \y=l                 /

2nN I 2nN

7=i w=i

< 2

< 2 -nA'

1A

2»^

= cxXN + CzAiT-Vxy,   where XN = 2~"N £ K/-
7=1

Suppose that

*„ < cyN (2)

where c is a constant independent of TV and 0 < v < 1. Then ^ < AN_X +

c, y" + c2AlN-_\/ryN/r,   N = 2,   3,_   Let   5, = max(l, Ax).   Then   the

sequence defined by

BN = *w_,(l + ((c, + c^.,)/^.,^*/'),       JV = 2, 3, ...,

majorizes the sequence {AN}. Since BN > 1 for all N, (cx + c2BN_x)/BN_X

< d < oo and ¿/ is independent of N. The sequence CN defined by

CN = CN_X(\ + dyN''),       N = 2,3,...,

Cx = Bx,

majorizes the sequence BN. By elementary results on infinite products the

sequence CN converges and of course we can get explicit estimates. All that

remains, therefore, is to prove (2).

To this end, we establish two estimates: a "global" estimate and a "local"

estimate.

The Nth "global" estimate. There are 2" vertices V¡, i = \, .. . , 2", of Q0.

For each pair of vertices ( V¡, Vf) there correspond two cubes Q¡ and Q¡ which

satisfy Q¡, Qj c Q0, Vi and V, are vertices of Q¡ and Qj respectively and the

edge length of Q¡ and Qj is 1 - 2~s. Choose ttJ to translate Q¡ to Qr The cube
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Q¡ is composed of (2N — 1)" of the cubes QN¡, i = 1, . . ., 2"N. Rename these

cubes Qik, k=\,...,(2N - 1)".

We have

(2"-l)"

I a. I1"' s*=i
I    u(x) dx — Í    u(x) dx

=ia>ii-(2"-l)"

fc = l
J    «(x + tij) — u(x) dx

(2"-l)"

*=i   •/o,t
dx

= f \u(x + t.) - u(x)\" dx < Kpnap/22-aNp.
JQi

Here Qu is the translation of g(. ■ by t¡j. Summing these inequalities corre-

sponding to all possible pairs of vertices and discarding irrelevant terms from

the left-hand side we obtain

2 K,, - aMf < Kpn^2Q2^"-^

where the sum is over all i,j such that QNi and QNJ belong to the same

subcube in the (N — l)st partition of go-

Since "£2"_xbN kJ = 0, one can easily show that

Hence

2   \bN,kj\

2«*

<    2
1 < i <j < 2"

"N.k.i        bNkj\   .

2 \aNJ\" < KOn^2^^"-^. (3)

The Nth "local" estimate. Select two subcubes from the Nth. subdivision

belonging to the same cube from the (N — l)st subdivision. Choose t to

translate one of the cubes to the other. Fixing the (N — l)st subcube and

summing the inequalities resulting from applying (1), to all possible pairs of

Ath subdivision cubes, we get

2 |V*/ < K'n'*/2G)2/,iß~'")-

nN

7=1

So in particular

\aNJ\p < K>«<W2(2;)2^-<*>, 1,.... 2

We now obtain an upper bound for

2 K/
7=1

subject to the conditions (3) and (4). With these restrictions, it is easy to see

(4)

(5)
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that to make (5) as large as possible one of its terms should be made as large

as possible, then another should be made as large as possible, etc. Since the

largest \aNJ\p can be is given by (4) and because of (3), the number of these

largest terms is bounded by 2N(-"~ß\ All the other terms must be zero. This

leads to the estimate

2 \aNJ\r < A-'«'/2(f)r/'2"<-',+'<*-'»>/'>.
7=1

Thus XN < c2^ß+^ß-ap)/p)N = cyN. But since -ß + r(ß - ap)/p < 0 by

hypothesis, v < 1. This completes the proof.

Proof of the case ap > ß. Consider a subcube Q of Q0 of edge length e.

Subdivide Q into 2"N equal subcubes, Q¡, i = I, . . . , 2nN. Let w, denote the

average value of u on Q¡. Then

1    r 2"N
wJQ\u-ueldx=iuno2-"»Z\ui-uQ\.

By the Schwarz inequality,

1/2

\ui-u0\<  2-""2l",-«0|2
Í-1

where the AN are so defined. Following John and Nirenberg we conclude that

2«/v

2-nN 2 K- «e| < = jl/2

2nN

22»»AN=\ 2  |«,-«/.
'v/-l

Now subdivide Q into 2rt(Ar+1) equal subcubes. Each of the subcubes Q¡ is

thereby divided into 2" cubes QfJ, j = I, ... ,2", i = 1,. . . , 2nN. And u¡ =

2~"2}!L1k,i/, where u,, is the average values of u on QtJ.

We next note that

f   u(x + t) - u(x) dx < ( f   |m(x + /) - u(x)\" dx\    IßJ1-'^

< *|ßd(,~"")/'lßd,~,V = *lflUl"*/11'-
Choose i so that /e m(x + /) dx = jQ u(x) dx where Qik and g,.. have one

face in common. Thus for any two subcubes ß(. • and Qik of £?„

|«lV - uiM\ < Knh*-ßlp = MN+X

where A = e2_Ai.

Following John and Nirenberg, it can be shown that AN+X < AN + M^+x,

N «■ 0, 1, 2,.... Now, since A0 = 0,

AT Af   /     2 \<*-ß/P N

an<2 m2 = js:2»2 2  ^ = *W"-"7" 2 x',
7=i ;-i\2*/ 7=i

where x = 2~2(a-ß/p) < 1.
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Hence, AN < Ce2*""^ and

^fju-uQ\dx<C\Q?"  ">*.

The result now follows from Meyers [4] or Campanato [2].

Remark 1. It is not hard to prove more general versions of case (ii). For

example, if « = 1 and <t>x(x) and <t>2(x) are increasing functions and if

(f \u(x + o - «o»' dx} " < K<t>x(\t\)<b2(\Q\),

then

(1/lßl)/ |" - «e| dx < (jf'VotéC*)*-1-2/' d*)1'2 = g(\Q\)-

In particular, if g(\Q\)-+0, we have that u(x) E VMO(Q0), the space of

functions of vanishing mean oscillation.

Remark 2. Before discovering our proof, we had tried several approaches

which did not work. The method of Stampacchia [7] does not work and the

method of symmetrization used so successfully by Garsia and Rodemich in

[2] and elsewhere does not work because the appropriate functional is not

decreased by symmetrization.
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